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What's New
As of June 10, 2014
 
Here's a quick update of what's new from New Road Map Foundation, host of FinancialIntegrity.org and the
Simple Living Forum. These community-created websites are the "go-to" places for people who are
integrating financial integrity into their lives by aligning their financial lifestyles with their personal values and
goals.    
  

Commonbound 2014  

Last weekend over 650 people gathered in Boston to share, network, inspire, and conspire to create an 
economy that is based on the core values of democracy, equality, and sustainability.  Event organizer, the New 
Economy Coalition is currently 120 organizations, and counting (New Road Map has not officially joined yet), 
doing work related to the mission we've held so close to our hearts here at NRM for 40 years.  

It was incredibly inspiring to see a gathering of so many people - young, old and middle-aged, from different 
ethnicities, rural and urban, from all over North America and a few from other continents as well  -- a great 
diversity of people doing a great diversity of things to create an economy based on human well-being in a 
healthy environment.  We'll be highlighting some of these initiatives on the wiki, and in social media - so have 
a look and be inspired!

On The Wiki
Resources: Retirement Calculator by Wolfram Alpha

A retirement calculator that isn't trying to sell you anything is a good thing. Wolfram Alpha has published one  
that is unbiased and that also includes "random walk outcomes" that try to account for the fact that life isn't 
linear or predictable.

Resources: Resources for Teachers  

We have created an area for teachers/coaches/instructors/hosts to share resources that they have collected or
developed to help "spread the word".  If you're sharing the FI Program in any way, check this area for updates. 
And if you have anything to contribute, please contact us!  

In The News
$15 Minimum Wage in Seattle'' 

Seattle raised its minimum wage to $15, or will over the next seven years. Step outside the US for some 
perspective from the BBC. 
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BALLE 2014

Quickly following Common Bound is another key conference.

June 11-13, the 12th Annual BALLE Conference will bring hundreds of entrepreneurs and local business 
leaders to Oakland, CA, to dive deep into the most energized issues in the Localist movement today.

Facebook Highlights
 
The story behind one of the most popular posts on our Facebook page
 
Millennials and Boomers

This makes sense when you think about it. Older folks without enough for retirement mean fewer older folks 
leaving the work force (which also means fewer jobs for people entering the work force.) An important trend - 
and more reason to be financially independent. - Zero Hedge 

The Best of Simple Living Forums
 
Join one of the best of the discussions.

Wants vs Needs      

Possibly the fundamental question of any frugal person; is this a want or a need?

Question of the Month
 

This month's question:

If someone asks you for advice about your path toward financial independence what do you tell them?

Email us your answers.

Donations
Help the world learn what you already know         

You're probably more financially literate than the majority of the people on the planet. Do you want to help them
learn values-based financial literacy? The more money or time that you give, the more we can do. Our wiki's
Contact page has more details. 

Come Join Us 

Transform the World's Relationship With Money  
 
New Road Map Foundation is a group of mostly volunteers, and one very-part-time staff person to herd the
cats. We operate virtually, from our homes and offices around the US and the world.  Come join us &
transform the world's relationship with money.  Fresh voices carry farther. We look forward to hearing from
YOU about how you'd like to join in the work (fun) here.  

As the "wiki" of values-based personal finance, content is constantly being updated at
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www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise the site for the latest entries, send us new resources you've found,
and let us all know what you're doing to increase financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  Contact us at
info@financialintegrity.org.   
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